
Questions and Comments Received During December 15th Meeting 

Q: If you go with the shared use path (SUP) option, is there a plan on signage or ways to help bike/ped 
share the space safely? SUPs in the place of sidewalks are often interpreted just as wide sidewalks, 
leading to issues sharing the space. 

A: Signage is anticipated to be included for the shared use path where space allows. 10 feet is the 
minimum width currently planned for the corridor in the areas with the narrowest right-of-way (ROW). 
We will continue to consider options for pedestrian and bike usage of available space. 

Q: Any potential plans for new signals or streetlights? 

A: Yes. New signals and lighting will be included as part of the project. Specific intersections that have 
been identified as in need of signal updates are the intersections at 66th Street and 74th Street, while 
64th Street will be evaluated for an enhanced pedestrian crossing, which could take the form of a traffic 
signal if criteria are met for considering that type of intersection control. 

Q: Have you considered shared use path and two lanes? How will two lanes vs four lanes impact 
traffic? 

A: A two-lane option was considered, and a final configuration has not been chosen yet, however staff is 
trying to maximize space available and develop options that make the most use of the available right-of-
way (ROW) in order to balance the needs of different modes of traffic. 

One example of another project where the City used a “road diet” approach to reach the goals of 
increasing active transportation options was the reconfiguration of Mildred Street, from South 12th to 
South 19th Street. In that project, the trip generation for the area was over 15,000 vehicles per day. The 
previous configuration included two lanes in each direction with a center turn lane. The project obtained 
grant funding to rebuild the road with concrete to support heavy transit use and reconfigured the road 
section to be one lane in each direction with buffered bike lanes and a turn lane.  

Q: To add, there is a very dark area of the street. I do not see pedestrian access to crosswalks 
especially for youth in the area. 

A: This project will be adding additional pedestrian access, including more pedestrian area crossings and 
lighting where necessary. 

Q: Do you know how long it will take to finish this entire project? 

A: There is not yet an anticipated timeline for completion of the entire project, as the project design is 
still in an early stage and the remaining design work and construction is not funded. After these concept 
(30%) drawings are complete, the jurisdictions will consider options for phasing and apply for grants to 
continue design and construct. It is possible, depending on how the project is phased, that Lakewood or 
University Place may end up taking lead on one or more of the phases of the project. The entirety of the 
process (funding, design, and construction) is likely to take multiple years to complete. 

Q: Could you explain the PBL (Protected Bike Lane) protection again? Is there conversation around 
more substantial separation, such as grade separation, taller concrete buffers, planters, etc? 



A: The drafted plan concepts at this point are still preliminary. Given the space available we would likely 
be installing plastic modular curbing as a buffer, similar to the tuff curb that recently installed on S 
Oakes Street. The funded Cedar Street protected bike lanes are also using a similar product. We plan to 
monitor the success of these projects as planning for this project continues, as well as following 
nationwide and regional best practices as they evolve, to determine if adjustments are needed. 

Q: Any chance of art or painted curb ramps? 

A: The project will include art. In March of 2000, the City of Tacoma reinstated the Municipal Art 
Program that dedicates 1% of construction costs from public capital projects to the creation of public art 
(TMC 1.28A). The ADA ramps would not be painted as they must meet specific standards for visual 
consistency. Painted bulb-outs may be an option as part of that public art component. Decisions on 
artistic components will be part of a future design phase. 

Q: Please increase the greening/urban forest in this part of the city. Currently the canopy in that area 
is 8% approx. The city council of Tacoma is aiming for 30% We are behind and prioritizing greening will 
make our cities more climate change resilient. Thank you 

A: The project will strive to retain existing street trees and will add new trees where ROW dimensions 
allow to support City policies related to Urban Forestry.  

Q: The 56th and Orchard two lane merge into one is a congested area in addition to the business drive 
ways to the left and right. *This area follows into University Place roundabout. 

Will this area of the road be included in improvements? 

A: The west leg of the S 56th Street/Cirque Drive and Orchard Street intersection is not part of the 
project's scope as it was part of a past improvement project. The scope of this project will be from, and 
inclusive of, the south side of S 56th/Cirque and Orchard to the north leg (plus remainder of intersection 
for ramps and potential signal equipment changes) of Lakewood Drive at South 74th Street. 

Questions and Comments Received Outside of Public Meeting 

Q: I would like to ask that sidewalks be included in the improvement zone.  As there are several bus 
stops along Orchard and Lakewood Dr. It's hard to walk to the stop when there is no safe sidewalk. In 
addition, there are several family orientated businesses along the way, including child care. I have 
seen parents pushing strollers with small children in then along the worn foot path along the road. We 
can do better for our community. 

A: Sidewalks are considered one of the main priorities for the project. 

Q: As Vice Chair of the Tacoma Area Commission on Disabilities I write in strong support for the 
Orchard Street Lakewood Drive improvements. As a disability advocate, the City must ensure like in 
all of its projects that the improvements are made ADA compliant and accessible for individuals with 
disabilities. Our Chair lives near the project on Orchard Street and has fiercely advocated for this 
project as a disabled person herself. Please rely on the capable support and expertise of ADA 
Coordinator Gail Himes in your office for any questions and please do not hesitate to consult with the 
TACOD should there be a need that arises.    



A: The City of Tacoma's ADA Coordinator has been and will continue to be an active participant in the 
design of this corridor.  TACOD's support has been added to the public record for this project for 
reference during future decision-making. 

Q: They are just fine the way they are. They don't need improving. Anything you do will just clog them 
up. Please spend the money elsewhere.  

A: Thank you for your comment. It will be added to the public record for this project for reference during 
future decision-making. 

Questions and comments listed above reflect public comment as of December 15, 2022. 


